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<. 

Chapter One: Introduction 

l.l Background 

Ethiopia is a nation of a large population with a diverse set of livelihood structures and 

mUltiple resource utilization options. It is known that 84 % (CSA, 2008) of the population 

lives in rural areas engaged in agriculture-based economic activities. Such a diverse set of 

economic activities is becoming a common phenomenon in the sector. The diversity can be 

considered as a great advantage in that it provides other sources of income, in addition to the 

primary rural enterprises. According to Ellis (1998), creating other sources of income has a 

great impact on households, in tenns of providing security against external shocks, coping up 

with seasonality and in generating additional income. It is also observed that many rural poor 

households in Ethiopia rely on a diverse set of income-generating activities in order to meet 

their food demand. But the level and pattern of diversification differs depending on the soc io

economic status of each household. The majority of the households in the country as well as 

in other similar nations prefer to follow diverse livelihood patterns in order to build 

sustainable food access throughout the year rather than to meet their secondary consumption 

requirements. 

In a world where obesity has become an epidemic, under nutrition mainly due to food 

insecurity has also become pandemic in countries like Ethiopia where millions are still 

struggling for their bread each day. The problem is worsemng from time to time despite 

massive resources invested each year on development activitieS. food security programs and 

humanitarian aid (Timothy and Frankenberg, 2007). Although it is difficult to point out one 

specific contributing factor to the causes of food insecurity for a given region, it is necessary 

to determine the attributes that lead to such conditions (Ellis, 2004). 
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In sub-Saharan countries such as Ethiopia, food insecurity at the household level arises from 

several factors and it appears to be much more devastating when several causes militate at the 

same time (Swift, et.aI.1989). According to FAO (1988) in Eastem A frican countri es 

environmental risk is the most common trigger for the episodes of acute household food 

insecurity, next to disease, market risk and conflicts between and within states. According to 

Degeffa (2002), these causes can be grouped under three main types as natural causes, socio 

economic factors, and policy failures combining both natural factors and man made process. 

In order to ensure future food access and cope up with such variable and dynamic 

contributing factors, households follow a diverse set of livelihood strategies which are 

consistent with their specific environmental characteristics. Even though it is well known that 

households follow different strategies such as livelihood diversification, livelihood 

intensification, migration etc . .. , it is important to assess the whole effec: of a given livelihood 

strategy in sustaining and improving food security from a broader perspective. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Food security has been a hot issue since the begilming of the 1970th Many scholars focus on 

how to create conducive conditions for people to have access to food at any given time. 

Although much has been written and done to achieve this (such as Sen (1981), entitlement 

approach, critiques of the entitlement approach by Swift (1989) a and b, etc ... ), there are still 

many people suffering from and dying of hunger each and every other day or from diseases 

caused mainly by under nutrition. The impact is greater on women and children who are 

highly vulnerable, in areas where conflict and harsh climatic cond itions exist and even under 

nomlal circumstances. 

In sub-Saharan countries, tension to access equal resource utilization in order to achieyc food 

security forces people to modify their li velihood strategy success ive ly . The same is true in 
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Ethiopia, where there is successive drought affecting the food security effOlis of 5.2 million 

people aggravated by a combination of factors such as poor and erratic rainfall, high food and 

fuel prices in 2008, and the globa l financial crisis (WFP, 2009). 

In 2009, for instance, WFP assisted almost ten million people 111 Ethiopia by providing 

emergency food assistance. Among these, there are 6.2 million people who are highly 

affected by recurrent drought. Recently, the southern part of the country has been facing high 

deficit in food availability and access which has led to famine and death. Wolaita, Sodo zuria 

district is one of the areas where food security is fragile due to high population density with a 

higher than average fami ly size, small land holdings per household, and heavy reli ance on 

rain. As a resu lt, any reliance in access to normal food sources is likely to result in a decline 

in nutritional status (Dagnew, 1994). Belg crops in the high and middle lands accounts for 

approximately 70% of annual production (Dagnew, 1994). The main crops nonnally 

produced are cereals, maize, and haricot beans. In 1999, findings indicated that Soddo Zuria 

was considered as the second worst affected district next to Humbo needing immediate 

attention in the Zone (Veen, 2000). The same year post-Meher and pre-Belg harvest 

assessment findings indicated that respectively an estimate of 247,000 and 425,770 people 

would be in need of food aid in Wolaita and where the above two districts are the worst case 

scenarios (Veen, 2000). According to the focus group di scussion conducted in Sodo Zuria 

District, households found in Kokate Mara Chare, Damot Waja, Wachiga Busha and Buge 

Wanche, indicated that, by early 2007 and 2008, it was an occurrence of two consecutive 

years of late Belg rains and low Meher crop production perfolll1ance resulting in exhaustion 

of many households' main cop ing strategies. Low root crop availab ility in combina tion with 

late Belg rains, lack of pasture and drinking water in the highla nds, and disease in the low 

lands as well as stress sale of li vestock, has resulted in a decline of food security. 
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On the other hand, the people on their part are taking a number of li velihood strategies, 

including agricultural intensification, and livelihood diversification, which could help them 

attain their food security gaol, but are still unable to escape from food shortage and 

insecurity. 

It is thus important to critica lly understand the role livelihood strategies of rural communities 

and households in order to bring about positive change in rural livelihood. 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

1.3.1 General Objective 

The general objective of thi s study is to investigate the role of livelihood diversification on 

the food securi ty status of rural farnl households in the Sodo Zuria district of the Southern 

Nations, Nationalities and Peoples Regional State (SNNPR) of Ethiopia. 

1.3.2 Specific Objective 

The specific objectives of the study are to: 

• detennine the level of diversi fication of each household; 

• assess the relationship of livelihood di versification with lIlcome, and 

availability of food and ... 

• compare which types of live lihood strategy Improve ru ra l households' 

objective to atta in food security. 

1.4 Scope and Limitations 

In assessing the impact of livelihood diversification on food security, the study has its scope 

on assessing the effect of livelihood stra tegy on the access and ava ilabi li ty aspect of food 

among rural households of Sodo Zuria . FurthemlOre, the assessment relies mainly on 
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livelihood diversification at the household level rather than on each individual person in a 

household. This is because much of a households' income is collective and it is the economic 

unit in Ethiopian context. 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

This study tries to shed light on the issue livelihood and food security by contributing facts to 

the debate on livelihood diversification on the one hand, and livel ihood intensification on the 

other. The finding of the study may have implications for policy and decision makers on food 

security. It may also give insight to the "diversification versus intensification" debate in the 

context of sustainable food security. 

1.6 Organization of the Study 

The study is organised as follows: Chapter two deals with the relevant literature review of 

relevant conceptual and empirical studies, on the mUltiple facets of food security and 

li velihood strategies. Chapter three i, a description of the research methodology which relate 

to the assessment of the role of li velihood strategies on food securi ty in the study area. 

Chapter four presents the findings and provides some di sc uss ion on them. Finally, the 

summary of the main observations, conclusions and policy implications are highlighted . 

. , ., 
, 

'. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

2.1 Conceptual Analysis on Livelihood, Livelihood Diversification and Food Security 

2.1.1 Livelihood 

Many literatures define live lihood on the basis of the conceptual setting it combines. For the 

lay man the term livelihood suggests what people do in order to make a living. But the teml 

relates to many other aspects of life not just to a single economic activity. For example, 

according to Ellis (2004), live lihood refers to the economic activity of people, the resource 

ava ilable to lead a satisfactory living, the risk factors that must be considered in managing the 

resources and the institutional and pol icy setting which might help or hinder the use of 

resources in the pursuit of improving life. Basic livelihoods approach or framework is thus 

illustrated in the following fi gure. 

Figure 2.1 The basic livelihoods framework 

Vulnerability context 

- shocks - seasonality - trends 

/ ~ 
F 

Activit ies 
'I 

- livelihood diversification 

[ livelihood intensification M ] assets 
J - outcomes 

- liyelihood extensification and 

- migration 

"- ./ 

policy and institutional context 

-governments - laws and Ri ghts -democracy 

SOl/ree: Ellis & N. Mdoe(2003a, p. 4) 
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In this framework. resources are referred to as ' assets' and are also classified into fi, 'e 

different types; namely, human capital, financial capital, physical capital, natural capital, and 

social capital. According to Carney (1998 , p. 45) assets are described as bllilding hlocks 

available to people and to households to build their livelihood in some fashion. The various 

resources or assets are described as follows : 

• Natural Clpital, include stocks and, their flows of natural resources and 

environmental services available in a particular agro ecological settings; 

• Financial Capital, consists of savings and access to credit; 

• Physical Cap ital, includes infrastructure and transpOlt; 

• Human Capita l, comprises demographic and gender structures, the body of education 

and skills, knowledge, good health needed to produce effectively; 

• Social Capita l, relates to social networks, claims, associations and social relationships 

more generally including consensual nOlms and relationships of legitimate authority. 

(Ellis and Allison 2004) 

It must be noted that these asset categories are assumed to serve important roles m 

distinguishing asset types that tend to link with policy considerations. 

As shown in figure 2.1. the livelihood framework includes the term li velihood, which is 

defined as. what people do in order to make a living. The ri sk fa ctors are summari sed as 

'vulnerability context', and the structures associated with authority. laws and rights, and 

democracy are referred to as 'policy and institutional context ' . People's li ve lihood effOits 

within these contexts will result in posi tive or negative impact on vulnerability of food 

insecurity (Ellis and Alli son 2004). 

The framework is also designed to be people-centred and holi stic, thus, providing intcgratcd 

view of how people make a living within the evolving soc ial, institutional, political , 
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economic and envi ronmental contexts (Carney, 1998 p. 47). The strength of thi s framework 

which is supported by many literatures is its ability to consider awareness of the asset status 

of poor individuals or households. Many writers agree that the frame work looks positively at 

what is possible rather than state negatively how desperate things are. As at1iculated by 

Moser (1998.pl ), the approach "seeks to identify what the poor have ra ther than what they do 

not have, and it strengthens people's own inventiye so lutions, rather than blocking or 

undermine them". 

Generally, a popular definition is provided by Chambers & Conwa\ (l992, p.296) wherein 

livelihood is defined as the capabilities, assets and actiyities required as a means of living. 

2.1.2 Sustainable Livelihood 

Scoones (l998, p. 5) proposed a working definition for sustainable livelihood. According to 

and shocks, maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets, while not undennining the natural 

resource base." This definition gives attention to contextual and insti tutional settings, 

emphasizes on multiple types of capital available as resource, and the thinking of live lihood 

strategies as multiple and dynamic phenomenon constra ined by the resource ava ilab le. (Swift, 

2002) 

On the other hand, this definition takes food security as not just an issue of productivity, or 

even sustainabili ty of production or of entitlement 's, but views food ;ecurity as dependent on 

how people, espec ially the poor, get access to production, exchange ,md capabilities for foocl 

(Heyer, 1996). The only difference between the entitl ement approach definition and thi s 

definition is that this approach takes a closer look on the way institutions work, how they are 

used by different categories of people, and how they develop over time . Generally, the above 
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approach defined allows a wide range of influences to be brought into a single frame of 

analysis. Figure 2 .1 shows the susta inable livelihood framework. 

Figure 2.2 The sustainable livelihood approach 

Contexts Li velihood Resources Instituti onal process Livelihood strategies sustainable livelihood outcomes 

Policies Natural Cap it~ 1. Increased 
number of 

Agricultural working days 

intensification- created 

History Economic or extensi f ication 
2. Poverty 

reduced 
financi al Capital Insti tutions 

3. well beings 

And and capabilities 

livelihood improved 

Politics Human Capital Organiza tions diversification 
4. Live lihood 

adaptation, 

vulnerability 

Agro-Ecology Social Capital and resilience 

enhanced 

Migration 
S. Natural 

Differentiated and others resource based 
sustainability 

Socia l Actors 
ensured 

Contextual and Ana lysis of Analysis Of Ana lysis of Analysis of 

poli cy ana lysis building blocks: institutional strategies outcomes and 

Trade-offs, influences on access adopted and trade offs 

combinations, to building blocks trade-offs 

sequences and composition of 

strategy portfolio 

SOI/rce: Scoolles 1998, p.4 
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The fi gure may be read as follows: situated in particular contexts, particular assets or [omls 

of capital are accessed by households, and are used to construct livelihood strategies, which 

result in positive or negative outcomes. 

Contexts 

"The most important aspect of contexts include historical and political factors, current 

policies, climate, environment, demography and existing patterns of social differentiations" 

(Scoones, 1998. p84). Context is incorporated in the sustainable livelihood approach based on 

the thought that development is path dependent, where previous events define or limit to 

some degree the options available fo r current livelihoods. For example sh·uctural adjustment 

policies, infrastructural spending changes, and/or administrative decentralization are all likely 

to affect the range of livelihood options available to different groups of people . 

Assets 

An attempt mad~ to draw the concept of asset based livelihoods has led to the development of 

frameworks for livelihood conceptualisation (see, Ellis (2000); Carney, (1998) as good 

examples). It is becoming evident that rural people engage in many different types of income 

generating and livelihood activities but their ability to engage in non-agricultural activities is 

often very dependent on their access to assets (Taylor et.al , 1996). On the other hand, 

Reardon (1997) states that conducting different types of economic activity within the 

household are dependent on the ditTerent combinations of financial, human, social, physical 

and natural capital. 

Institutions 

Looking at institutional process, one conceives that its attributes range from legal structures 

to soc ial arrangements supported by moral pressure or sanctions. The arrangements and 
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organizational fonns of institutions significantly determine the access of individuals and 

households to five types of li velihood resources (Swift, 2002). In most poor countries, gender 

and caste negatively affect the abili ty to access resources and restricts the involvement of 

some soc ial groups to certain production acti vities (Ca rney. 0, 1998). On the other hand, 

institutional functioning is dynamic that depends on the contextual changes or re sults from 

the adoption of different livelihood strategies (Bryceson and Jamal, 1997). 

2.1.3 Livelihood Strategies 

In a rural context, households may construct four main categories of li ve lihood strategy: 

• Livelihood intensification, where the value of output per hectare of land or per animal 

is increased by the application of more labour, capital or technology; 

• Livelihood extensification, where more land or animals are brought into production at 

the same levels of labour, capital or technology; 

• Livelihood diversification, where households diversitY their economic acti,'ities away 

from reliance on the primary enterprise (li vestock or cropping), typically seeking a 

wider range of on- and off- sources of income; 

• Migration, where people move away from their initial source of live lihood. and seek a 

living in another livelihood system. 

Swiji (1989, p .86) 

According to Swift and Hamilton (2002), although conceptually it is use ful to dis tingui sh 

these strategies from each other, typically, households pu rsue a combination of strategies 

together or sequentially and may use similar strategies for different reasons. On the other 

hand, households may use particular strategies to meet minimum consumption needs in the 

present, or to achieve ongoing accumulation (Davies, 1991). 
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At the same time, contextual influences far outside the control of indi\'iduals or communities, 

and equally applicable to (though not ne.cessarily with equal impact) all of them, are also 

significant determinants of the strategies avai lable (Swift, 2002, P. 8G). 

2.1.4 Livelihood Diversification 

Many literatures, arising from a variety of disciplines, have confirmed that rural people in 

Africa and Asia do not normally specialise in li vestock, or crop produc tion . Rather, a 

majority of rural producers have historically diversified their productive acti\'ities to 

encompass a range of other productive areas (Hussein & Nelson, 1998, p.3). 

In this study, live lihood diversification is considered as "the process by which rural fami lies 

construct a diverse portfol io of activities and social support capabil it ies in the stru ggle fo r the 

survival in order to improve their standard of li ving" (Elli s, 1998, p.S) . "This livelihood 

strategy includes both on- and off-farm activities which are undertaken to generate income 

additional to that from the main household agricultural activities, through the production of 

other agricu ltural and non-agricultural goods and services, the sale of waged labou r or self 

employment in small firms" (Hussein & Nelson, 1998, p.3). 

The diversification literature tends to categorise livelihood income sources as e ither fann or 

non- farm. Non- faml activities are often considered to be non-natural resource-based . but 

activi ties as diverse as ecotourism and bi'ick-making, are al so considered natura l-resource 

based (Ellis, 2004). It must be noted that access to natural resource is an important facto r in 

revealing ava ilability of diversified economic activity for rural households. 

On the other hand, a lthough live lihood diversification is an important strategy by which rural 

people may work to achieve sustainab le live lihood , the strategy generally ope rates in 

conjunction with other strategies which also may contribute to the f0l111ation o f sustainable 
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livelihood (H ussein & Nelson, 1998, p.4) . One of the strategies which complement livelihood 

diversification, and which is being considered as part of this study, is agricul tura l 

intensification. 

In defining agricultural intensification, Carney (1998) employs the definition by Tiffen et. a1. 

(1994) which states it as increased average inputs of labour or capital on a small holding, 

either cultivated land alone, or on cultivated and grazing land, for the purpose of increasing 

the value of output per hectare. Carney pointed out also many of the important linkages 

between agricultural intensification, economic diversification, and market infrastructure. For 

instance, when livelihood intensification is affected by market proximity, famlers wi ll have 

the opportunity to be involved and generate fam1 and non-fam1 income from a wide range of 

sources. A proportion of this income may then be used to invest in the productivity of their 

landholdings. In this case, we can clearly see the complementary re lationship between 

livelihood di versification and agricu ltural intensification. 

2.1.5 Lines of Thought between Livelihood Diversification and Agriculture-Centred 

Orthodoxy 

Available li terature on livelihood diversification argues along two lines of thought. These are 

the proponents of the importance of diversifi cation on the one hand, and those who rega rd 

diversifica tion as disadvantageous for people making their livelihood in rural setting on the 

other hand (Degefa, 2005). Certainly in Sub-Saharan Africa, diversification can be 

represented as a failure of agricu lture to provide suffic ient livelihood for substanti al rural 

dwellers (Bryceson, 1990). According to Ellis and Allison (2004), the main fac tors driving 

'deagrariani zation' in rural Sub- Saharan Africa would appea r to be: 
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• Decreasing farm size caused by sub-di\"ision at inheritance, to the point where even 

under favourable agro-economic conditions, farming can only provide a part

livelihood; 

• Increasing inability of young people to access enough land to take up farming as their 

main occupation; and 

• Increased climatic variation, causing greater extremes across seasons and years etc . 

Deagrarianization hypothesis obtains qualified support and some key findings emerged from 

rural livelihood researches in eastern and southern Africa such as the following: 

• The rural poor tend to exhibit a highly eroded asset status, manifested by land 

holdings below 0.5 hectare, no cattle or goats: lo \\' it: n;ls of cdu\.: ~lti0 Ji~d ,1 t: ailll11~il i \I~ 

household members, no savings, and decline in some elements of 'social capita ' and, 

depleting effects on household labour caused by HIY/AIDS infections (Ellis and 

Allison, 2004, p.S). 

• The tremendous reliance on subsistence amongst customary tenure small farmers in 

general, and especially amongst poor rural households; subsistence ratios with respect 

to maize production are commonly in the range of SO to 95 percent, and for grain 

deficit households can be routinely 100 per cent (Elli s and Allison, 2004, p.8). 

• Subsistence ratios in total household income that dec line steeply with ri sing per capita 

income: for example, in the Malawi country study comprising 2S0 households, the top 

income quartile exhibited a subsistence ratio in total income of 44 per cent, while for 

the highest income quartile this fell to IS per cent (Ellis and Allison, 2004, p.S). 

These groups are the most vulnerable and are most heavi ly reliant on agricu lture, and Illost 

strongly locked into subsistence within agriculture. As a result, income earned from non-farn1 

sources help households to gain access for food . Shipton (1992), Reardon (1997), Ellis 
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(1998), and Degefa (2005) are along the proponents of evidence for the need to diversify 

livelihood as a central mechanism to tackle rural poverty and food insecuri ty. 

On the other hand, Lipton (2001) and Berry and Cline (1979) argue that diversifying sources 

of livelihood adversely affect an economy and relates to the issue of declining 

'specialization' in single type of commodity production. As a result, the shift of labour from 

agriculture to non-agriculture can negatively affect growth in agriculture and the whole 

economy at large . 

2.1.6 Food Security 

Since the beginning of the 1970's, many definitions and conceptual models of household food 

security have been given (Degefa, 2005). The series begins with the repon of the World Food 

conference of 1974 and then gathers momentum through the 1980's (Maxwell & Smith, 

1998). Some of the definitions that have been influential over the year are the following: 

"The ability to meet target levels of consumption on a yearly basis" (Simawalla and 

Valdes, 1980.p264) 

"Ensuring that all people at all times have both physical and economic access to the 

basic food they need" (World Food Summit, 1996) 

"Access by all people at all times to sufficient food and nutrition for a healthy and 

productive life" (The Agricultural trade development and assistance act of 1990, pA80) 

Many of the definitions and conceptual models, including the above ones. agree on the key 

defining character of household food security as secured and sufficient access of food at all 

times. This reflects the commonality regarding the tenns sufficiency, access, security and 

time which are described next. 
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2.1.6.1 Sufliciency 

Sufficiency is a term referring to the concept of having enough food (Maxwell & Smith, 

1998, p.9). Although the definitions of food security mostly refer to "food," the term 

sufficiency mainly concerns calorie. This is because analysts preferred the ternl based on the 

principle that other needs are usually satisfied when calorie intake is satisfactory (Maxwell & 

Smith, 1998, p.9). 

On the other hand, SInce estimating precIse calorie needs for different groups in the 

population is difficult, some have concluded that all estimates of nutritional requirements 

have to be treated as value judgements (Maxwell & Smith, 1998, p.9). Notwithstanding the 

difficulty of measurement Heald and Lipton (1984) introduced "proportionate shortfalls" in 

assessing whether people have access to enough food or not, and Maxwell etal (1990) have 

introduced the idea of the "intensity "of food insecurity. 

2.1.6.2 Access and Entitlements 

This is about whether indi\'iduals and households are able to acquire sufficient food or not. It 

is often argued that the focus on access is a phenomenon of the 1980's, largely, resulting 

from the pioneering work of Amartaya Sen (1981) on food "entitlements". According to his 

approach, individual's entitlement is based on the level of endowment which is transformed 

through production and trade into food or commodities and exchanged ror rood. His Iheory 

on food entitlement has had a considerable influence on shift in thinking about food 

entitlement This is because the approach involves a wider perspective on the ability of a 

household to gain the access of food (Maxwell & Smith. 1998). 
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In addition, many social anthropologists observed that vulnerable populations exhibited a 

sequence of responses to economic stress, giving recognition to the importance of 

behavioural responses and coping mechanisms in food crisis (CampbeIl1990). 

Swift (1989) made an important extension to the entitlement theory by focusing on the role of 

investments, stores and soc ial claims in determining household vulnerability to famine. He 

has dealt with households which are able to generate surplus over and above their basic food 

requirements. The excess resources are thein diverted to assets of three kinds which can be 

drawn down when households face a crisis. 

2.1.6.3 Security 

This term refers to secured access to enough food. While dealing with securi ty it is important 

to link risk with food entitlement. According to (Maxwell & Smith, 1998), the ri sk profile of 

individual households and communities can be determined by the channel s through which 

their access to food is normally mediated and by the assets which are available to them as 

buffers. For instance, if a household sacrifices large amount of its asset in order to gain 

insufficient amount of food through a risky contextual and environmental setting, the level of 

risk in access ing secured food in order to feel the food gap existed will be high. 

Generaly, Jonsson and Toole (1991) determined households which achieve adequate access 

to food while using only a small proportion of available resources as the most food secured 

and those who fail to achieve adequate access even by devoting a large proportion of 

available resource as the most food-insecured. 

2.1.6.4 Time 

Following the lead of the World Bank (1981), it has become conventional to draw a 

distinction between chronic and transitory food insecurity. Chronic food insecuri ty means 
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that a household runs a continually high ri sk of inability to meet the food requirements of 

household members. In contrast, transitory food insecurity occurs when a household faces a 

temporary decline in the security of its entitlement and the risk of failure to meet food needs 

of short duration. CIDA (1989) has further divided this category into cycl ica l and temporary 

food insecurity. Temporary food insecurity occurs for a limited time because of unforseen 

and unpredictable circumstances while cyclical or seasonal food insecurity occurs when there 

is a regular pattern in the periodicity of inadequate access to food. 

2.1.7 Shift in Thinking on Food Secnrity 

Famine and mal-nutrition had existed long before the introduction of the concept of food 

securi ty. Food security started to become an issue when the world tumed its face towards 

combating the increasing existence of malnutrition and famine at global level. 

In 1974, FAO took the initiative to ca ll upon the world nations to take part in the first world 

food conference. The conference's main emphasis was on how to enable the world to feed 

every individual at the global level and to asses how every nation should be accountable for 

reduc ing food self-insufficiency (Oegefa, 2005). 

Since then, food security has become central to academic research. Main studies started to be 

conducted with the aim of identifying explanations for food insecurity, particularly in regions 

." 
where the problem had been prevalent (Oegefa, 2005). On the contrary, there has been also a 

considerable shift in thinking and concem rega rding food security. One of the vital shifts was 

the transformation of understanding food security from ' food first' to ' livelihood perspective' 

(Oegefa, 2005). This shift of thinking was mainly due to some of the fo ll owing important 

factors. 
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• The fact that many empirical observations on food insecurity has shown that the 

victimized people focus on long ternl objective rather than atta ining the short term 

satisfaction of immediate food consumption. 

• The beginning of an application of an analogy of concepts of environmental 

management, i.e. 'sensitivity' and ' resilience' in explaining the situations before, 

during and after food crisis of households. 

• The relatively recent quest for the holistic understanding of people's opporrunities, 

constra ints and the interactions between contexts of access to assets and institutions 

resulting in either desirable or undesirable out come. 

( Dcgc ~,2005, p . 21~) 

2.1.8 Conceptual Framework for Analysing Food Security 

IF AD (200 I) classified food securi ty difficulties into two areas based on level and shock. 

And a consequent sub-division is made to yield a four dimensional characterization of food 

security which are stated below. 

• The abili ty to improve and maintain the level of acquirement 

• The abi li ty to cope with shocks to acquirement 

• The ability to improve and maintain the level of utilization; and 

• The abili ty to cope with shocks to utilization 

This four-fold classification provides a framework for analysing the detemlinants of 

household food security. 

2.1.8.1 Determinants of the Level or Food Acquirement 

Following Amartya Sen 's (1981) entitlement analysis, the first two detenninants of the leve l 

of acquirement can be described as the endowment set and entitlement mapping. Endowment 
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set consists of all the resources a household owns or over which it has fu ll rights while 

entitlement mapping refers to the rate at which the resources of the endowment set can be 

converted into food (IF AD, 200 I) . The endowment set and entitlement mapping together 

detemline a household 's ability to acquire food but the questions of whether or not and to 

what extent the ability to acquire food is converted into actual procurement is determined by 

the gender and health status that controls the households income and expenditure 

(IFAD,200 I). 

2.1.8.2 Determinants of Ability to Cope with Shocks to Acquirement 

Shocks to acquirement can come from several sources, including crop fa ilure, unemployment, 

higher cost of food, etc. (Maxwell & Smith, 1998). Degree of livelihood diversification is the 

most important detemlinant of cop ing abili ty that reduces fluctuations in income (IF AD, 

200 I). Thus, if a household has a greater degree of diversification, the greater will be its 

ability to cope with temporary shocks to acquirement. The other detemlinant is the scope for 

consumption-smoothing. This refers to the ability of a household to maintain the nOmlal level 

offood consumption during an income shock (IFAD, 2001). The whole range of detemlinant 

is included in figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Flow chart of the determinants of Household Food Security 

Household Food Security 

~ ~ 
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T I 
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i i 
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2. Entitlement 
structure 2. Women's 2. Back 

mapping 
health support for 

2. Scope for 
constraint domestic 

consumption 
chores 

3. Women' s smoothing 3. Technology 

control over of food 

U income and storage 

spend ing 

" 
Source: [FAD (2006, p.64) 

2.1.8.3 Determinants of the Ability to Improve and Maintain the Level of Utilization 

Even if there is a certain level of food acquirement in a household, food securi ty leve l would 

depend on how well the food was utilized. In analysing the level of utilization, the most 

important determinant of food utilization is women's time constraints (IFAO, 2006). Mostly 

poor women living in developing countries face time shortage, which fo rces Ihem III 

compromise the quality of food preparation. On the other hand, such women face health 
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constraints which lower the food security of the household because food preparation tasks 

cannot be carried out in the most possible manner. Storage is also another determinant 

leading to in substantial losses both in the quality and quantity of food . 

2.1.8.4 Determinants of the Ability to Cope with Shocks to Utilization 

Shocks to utilisation usually arise due to sudden obstacle in the ability of women to play their 

role. The abili ty to cope with such shocks depends on two sets of factors; namely, the 

availability and the quality of women 's health-care fac ilities and the existence of support 

network that can provide help to women in the perf0l111anCe of domestic chores (IF AD, 

2001). 

2.1.9 Links between Livelihood Diversification and Food Security 

According to Borton and Shohan (1991), indicators such as coping ability provide 

information on the capacity of the population affected by shocks and di saster in order to 

withstand the effects. Rural households who li ve in a condition where their main source of 

food is at recurrent ri sk will develop self insurance coping mechanism in order to minimize 

risks to their household food security and livelihoods (Borton and Shohan, 1991 ). One of the 

coping mechanisms used by rural households to reduce fluctuations in income is 

manipulating the way in which their members alloca te their time in pursuit of other means of 

earning a living or in diversifying their livelihood (IFAD, 200 I) . According to IF AD (200 I) 

the degree of diversification depends on the resource constraints and insti tutional setting. In 

general, a greater the degree of diversification might lead households to cope with shocks to 

acquirement. Figure 2.4 conceptualizes the link between li velihood diversification and 

household food security by combining Scoones' (1998) sustainable livelihood fra mework and 

IFAD's (2001) food securi ty framework. 
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Figure 2.4 Link between household livelihood strategy and food security 

Histori ca l, political, policy, etc. context 

- Resource (access and availabil ity) 

constraint 

1 
[ Institutional and organizational ] [ Institutional and organizational ] 

~ 
I Aca uire ment I 

[ Livelihood strategy/ Divers ificat ion ] I Shock J 
~ [ J Acauirement 

I Livelihood st rategy/ Diversification 

~ 
J Posi tive or Negative ou tcome on food security 

Source: Scoolles ' (/998) alld [FADS 's (2001) 

Figure 2 .4 shows the link that has been made to asses' li velihood di vers ification and food 

security by combining scoones' sustain able li velihnon (I nn IF A, n's f()(vi ~p(, lI r i t: ' (,, '1 "'''-' 

works. It is evident that households prefer to use diffe rent li velihood strategies inorder to 

cope with shocks or to improve their food acquirement. Accordin g to fi gure 2.4, household 

food securi ty can be negatively affec ted through shock to the lewl of food acquirement. In 

thi s case households might diverse their live lihood strategy to cope with the shock. On the 

other hand households might use livelihood diversifi ca ti on as a surv iva l strategy. In both 

cases the major a im of the households is to improve the level of the ir food acqu irement 
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through improving food availability and access. In this study income and food self 

sufficiency are used as an indicators of food security to see the effect of livelihood 

diversification on food availability and access. 

2.2 Empirical Evidence on Food Security and Livelihood Diversification 

2.2 .1 The World Food Situation 

The World Food Summit conducted in 1996, was mainly focusing on the situation of \\wld 

food security. During the summit, WFP report indicates that after 30 years of rapid grow1h in 

agricultural production, the world can produce enough food to provide every person with 

more than 2700 ca lories per day (WF P, 2004). But not all regions and countries wi ll share 

equally in these gains in production and nutrition . For instance, the situation in Africa south 

of the Sahara was expected to deteriorate further. 

After two decades of this report, WFP (2004) reported that progress in developi ng countries 

toward reducing hunger had been slow in the past decade. This report has made the prev ious 

reports an approximate fact. 

2.2.2 Food Security in Ethiopia 

Ethiopia is Africa 's second most populous country (CSA, 2008). It is an ancient land with 

roots stretching back to thousands of years, and characterized by distinct cultura l and 

historica l images. The human development index of UNDP in 2009 ranked this country 171 

out of 182 countries. High rates of malnutrition, low primary education enrolment rates and a 

relatively sma ll, though increasing HIV/AIDS prevalence, are all issues of concern fo r the 

government and humanitarian communities 

Repeated famines leading to successIve food shortage shade the whole picture of the 

country's food security context. This has been manifested in the prevailing chronic and 
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transitory food insecurity which has almost become the way of life of the majority population 

(Degefa, 2005). On the other hand the seriousness of food shortage problem varies from one 

region to another depending upon the state of the natural resource and the extent of 

development of the resource (Degefa, 2005). 

According to Mesfin (1984), in northern central Ethiopia most farmers cannot produce 

enough food to meet the annual requirement. On the other hand. Degefa (1996) examines 

seasonal food shortages in Arsi Zone in which the region is to be considered as one of the 

place having surplus farn1 products at aggregate level. The study found 40% of households 

face seasonal food shortage, while farmers practicing double cropping face seasonal food 

deficit of 29% (Degefa, 1996). 

Yared et al (2000) findings in south Wello came out with the region several factors resulting 

in severe food shortages and household food insecurity including drought, crop pests, 

popUlation growth and diseases etc ... 

In order to find a long tern1 solution to the problem, in 2004 the government with the active 

collaboration of a range of donors, designed a Food Security Programme (FSP) within the 

framework of Ethiopia's Povelty Reduction Strategy. The plan prepared and the 

interventions implemented are directed at improving the availability of and access to food 

and, to some extent, improving the health environment of targeted communities. Activities 

related to food access prioritise in helping households to diversify on-farm and off-farm 

source of income while efforts for greater productivity of cropping systems through 

expansion of inigation and infrastructure wi ll be attempted to increase the ava ilability of food 

(FSCB, 2006). 
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2.2.3 Evidence on Diversification 

Empirical evidence from a variety of different locations suggests that rural households do 

indeed engage in mUltiple activities and rely on diversified income portfolios. For instance, in 

Sub-Saharan Africa, 30-50 per cent, 80-90 per cent for southern Africa countries, and 60 per 

cent of southern ,""sia, rural fa rm households are re liant on non-farm income sources (Ellis, 

1999). In Latin America, the average fi gure is slightly lower, at around 40 per cent (Reardon 

et aI., 1997). 

There is evidently a great deal of variation around these figures at the household level but a 

strong positive correlation between the proportion of household income obtained from non

farm sources and oyerall household inconle pe r capita has been obse rved in numerous slUdlcs 

(Ellis and Freeman, 2004). It is also attested that while diversity of income sources is 

prevalent across different income classes, the nature of this diversification differs greatly 

between better off and poorer households. The better off households tend to diversify in the 

form of non-farm business activities while the poor ones tend to diversify in the fonn of 

casual paid work, espec ially on other farnl s. As a result, diversification by the poor tends to 

leave them still highly re liant on agriculture; whi le that by the better off reduces such 

dependence (Ellis and Allison, 2004). 

The way diversification patterns change across the income ranges is illustrated for a case

study of344 mra l households in Tanzania shown in table 2. 1 bclo\\". 
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Table 2.1: Tanzania-income portfolios by income quartile (sample or 344 rural households, 

2001) 

Income Income Quartile 

Sources I II III IV Tota l 

n=87 n=88 n=88 n=8 1 n=344 

Maize 
I 

27.1 21.5 15.1 7.9 12.4 
. ~ 

Rice 
I 

12.3 14.2 10.3 8.8 10.0 

Other Crops 
I 

23.3 19.9 23.8 11.8 16.3 

Livestock 5.0 7.7 6.5 14.1 11.0 
I 

I 
Sub-Total I 67.7 63.3 55.7 42.6 49.7 

I 
I 

Agriculture I 

I 
Wages 1 14.6 8.9 9.3 11.0 10.5 

Non-Farm 11.5 23.7 29.3 44.0 36.1 

Transfers 6.3 4.2 5.7 2.5 3.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Ellis & Allisoll (2004. p.6) 

It can be observed that the relative dependence on agriculture declines across the income 

ranges from 68 per cent for the poorest quarti le to 43 % for the rich. It is notable that the 

share of livestock in the income p0l1folioof the top quartile more than doub les compared to 

the bottom quarti le, and the share of non-farm income quadruples from II to 44 % of the 

income portfolio . From this case study, it can be concluded that the attention paid by better 

off households to non-faml activities wou ld result in the neglect and poor perfonnance of 

the ir fanning activities. 
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Note also that Table 2.2 below shows a 'cross-country sample of 1,355 households conducted 

in 2001 and 2002 of which the Tanzania example given above. 

Table 2.2: Four counn'ies-net fann output per ha, by income quartile (US$fha) 

Income Quartile Ratio 

Country I II III IV IV: I 

Uganda 131 215 295 487 3.7 

Kenya 135 266 358 430 3.2 

Tanzania 81 108 156 381 4.7 

Malawi 18 44 84 109 6.0 

Source: Ellis & Allison (2004. p.6) 

The above table shows that how agricultural productivity per hectare rises steeply across the 

income ranges. Net farm output per hectare rises steeply along with the income ranges and 

the rise was between three and six times higher lor the top income quartil e of house ho lds 

compared to the lowest income quartile. The resu lt of this case study goes in line with Evans 

and Ngau (1991) conclusions. They referred that non farm income generates cash that can be 

used to improve farm yie lds by hiring labour and purchasing fann inputs. More broadly, a 

strong flow of non-farm income sources have been observed to bring environmental benefits, 

reversing environmental degradation and resulting in investment in improycd soi l and \\ <th.'r 

management as well as in rising yields (Tiffen et aI., 1994) 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

3.1 Selection of Study Area 

There are II districts found in Wolaita Zone of which Sodo Zuria district is selected based on 

the availability of a relatively equal proportion of people leading their lives following diverse 

income portfolio and income earnings from primary enterprise only. On the other hand, the 

district is also known for its successive experience of food shortages for the past decades and 

food insecurity is being a common phenomenon that affects the lives of many people. The 

presence of an all weather road, the cooperativeness of the community and the di stricts 

administration are among the logistical coi1siderations that \\ 'ere made. 

The district is one of the highly populated areas of the zone constituting of 32 kebeles 

(Kebele Administration). From the 32 kebeles, 4 kebeles are selected purposively based on 

their distance from the main city Sodo, the livelihood strategy, climate and topography. The 

selected Kebeles are Damot Waja, Buge Wanche , Wachega Busha and Kokate Mara Chare. 

Of these, Damot Waja and Kokate Mara Chare are the nearest kebeles to the city of So do. On 

the other hand, Buge Wanche and Wachega Busha are a bit farther away from the city and 

have hot and more arid type climatic condition, whil e Damot Waja and Kokate Mara Chare 

have colder climate with an average of higher altitude between 1740 m and 1900 m. While 

selecting these kebeles, it is assumed that all of them have equal proportion of both stmtegies 

of livelihood, that is, livelihood diversification and intensification. 

3.2 Sample Size Estimation 

Assum ing that the study detennines continuous vari able plays a greater role. the alpha level 

(acceptable risk, that the study is wi lling to accept, that the true margin of error exceeds the 

acceptable margin of error) is determined at 0.05, the acceptab le error at 3%, on a sewn point 
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scale to measure a continuous variable, and the estimated standard deviation of the sca le 

being 1.167, according to Cochran' s sample size formula shown below. 

No = (T2 * s2)1dl\2 = 120 

Where t = ya lue for selected alpha level of 0.025 in each tail = 1.96 

S = estimate of standard deviation = 1.167 

d = acceptable margin of error for mean which is estimated = 0.21 (acceptable margin 

of error, points on primary scale = 7; acceptable margin of error = 0.03 , 7 * 0.03 = 0.21) 

.( 120, households are selected from the four kebeles. 

3.3 ~Iethods of Data Collection 

The infonnation needed entails the co llection of different types of data using different types 

of methods. The data and the collection approaches were classified into two main types, 

namely quantitative and qualitative techniques and data types. 

3.3.1Household Survey 

This method was used in order to produce numeri cal or quantitative data using structured 

sun·ey. The numerical data were used to estimate the following item: 

Le\'el of Livelihood Diversificatioll: Livelihood di versificati on at the household level was 

calculated using the 'inverse Herfindahl-Hirschman d iversity index ' (labe lled lHHO). equal 

to : 

> Where aj represents the proportional contribution of each livelihood activity 
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>- ' j' represents li,-e lihood activity and 

>- ' i' represents households overall income_ 

The maximum possible value of this index is the total number of different income sources, 

when and if total is distributed equally among each source (Ellis, 2000)_ The minimum 

possible value is one, which is attained when all income is obtained from one source only_ 

so, seven different categories of earned incomes are used based on the majority households 

im-olved_ 

Table 3_ 1 Income categories 

n0 Income group no Income group 

1 Crop Cultivation 5 Traditional occupation such as 

carpentry, weaving, basket making, gold 

smith etc . 

2 Agricultural labour 6 Livestock 

-- --- - - ---- - ----.-- -
3 CPR related such as collecting and 7 Sericulture 

selling non-timber forest products and 

forest labour 

4 Trade/Self employed 
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Effects of Diversificatioll 011 Incollle 

Table 3 .2 Variables included in individual income regression 

Variab le name Variable description 

income Total individual income, earned in the case of own cultivation. 

(Measured in logs) 

age Age of individual in years. 

gender Qualitative variab le equal to one if individual IS female , zero 

othenvi se 

household assets Value of assets owned by households measured in livestock and 

area of land . 

Member of households Number of adults in household, defined as person aged 14 or over. 

Measured in logs 

hhdv Inverse Herfindahl-Hirschman diversity index 

location Distance form the city; distance more than 7 km, one; otherwise 

Zero 

In order to detennine the impact of livelihood diversification on income, the abo\·e 

in fornlat ion should be gathered through questionnaire which is analysed using the fo llowing 

econometric model. 

Income; = ao + a l( age); + al( gender ); + aJ ( hhassets ); + a, ( hhadllits ); + a; ( hhd" ); + 

a6 ( location ); + ~I 

Where; 

, ao = Constant ( Chang~ in income ea rned lo r every change or each variable) 
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~ 31 - 36 = Magnitude and direction of each variable 

~ /1 = Error 

Each i indicates separate individuals. Our main interest lies in the sign and magnitude of the 

coefficients as. Each of the six variables is selected based on the assumption that eYery 

variable will significantly affect the income . 
. ~ '. " , 

3.3.2 Focus Group Discussion 

A single focus group discussion was conducted at the Agricu lture and nlral development 

bureau of Sodo Zuria District. The participants in the focus group discussion were idenritled 

by the extension agents working at the bureau rural development of the region. The selec rion 

of participants was based on satisfying heterogeneous characteri stics of backgro\lnrl in temlS 

of livelihood and location representing all the four sample kebeles. 

3.4 Analysis of the Data 

The data from the household survey questionnaires were entered into SPSS evaluation 

verSion 14 for analysis . In order to check the quality of the data entry, about 10% of the 

questionnaires were double-entered and different entries were compared to identi fy critical 

areas for re-checking. Regression was done by making lise of SPSS. 
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Chapter Four: Results and Discussion 

4.1 Setting of Sodo Zuria District 

The district is the administrative centre of the Wolaita Zone of the Southern Nations, 

Nationalities, and People Region. Astronomically, the zone lies between 6054'N 

37045'E6.90N37.750E with an elevation between 1600 and 2100 meters above sea level. The 

district administers 32 Kebeles with high population density of higher than average family 

size. Out of the total 32 Kebeles, 4 Kebeles selected for this study are Damot Waja, Buge 

Wanche, Wachega Busha, and Kokate Mara Chare. In this Kebeles, majority of the 

population livelihoods are based on agriculture and the acti vities in this sector use archaic and 

backward hand tools. Land ownership per household is on average 0.3 hectare. FurthemlOre 

there is environmental degradation caused by natural and man-made factors, loss of soil 

fertility, due to prolonged cultivation, which constitute the major problems, among other 

things, and result in low agricultural productivity and food deficiency (Save the Children, 

2007) 
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4.2 Demographic and Economic Characteristics of Households being Surveyed 

Table 4.1 Demographic and Economic Characteristics of Households being surveyed In 

percentage. 

DamotWaja Buge Wanche Kokate Wachega I 

I 

I 
Gender of the head male 93.4 96.7 96.67 83.3 

of the household 
female 6.6 . 3.3 I 3.33 16.6 

Literacy of the head Literate 40.3 33.3 43.3 33.3 

of the household 
Illiterate 59.7 46.7 56.6 66.6 

Head of the Active 93.3 96.6 90 80 

household economIC 

activity 
Inactive 6.7 3.4 10 20 

Number of permanent household 6 5 7 7 

members 

Permanent household members 4 4 5 3 

economically active 

According to Table 4.1 , Wachega Busha has the greatest number of female headed household 

while Buge Wanche and Kokate Mara Chare have the lowest. In terms of literacy, head of the 

households found in Kokate are more literate while Buge Wanche and Wachega ha ve the 

lowest literacy rate. On the other hand; head of the households that are found in Buge 

Wanche are more economically active with the lowest number of permanent household 
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members while households in Wachegas' head of households are highly inactive . And finall y 

pelmanent household members that are . found in Kokatc arc economica ll y active while 

Wachega's are the lowest. 

4.3 Household Food Self Sufficiency 

Among food security indicators used in this survey is food gap, that is whether a household 

can cover its annual food consumption requirements or not. This is very important because 

the higher the number of months a household faces food gap, the more the household 

involves itself in coping strategy mechanisms in order to survive the deficit. About 91.7% of 

the sample population faced at least one month shortage of food. The prevalence of food gaps 

in the four kebele's can be observed from Table 4.2 . 
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Table 4.2 Shortage of food in four selected Kebele's (N=120) 

Months of food shortage sampled Kebele's Total 

households faced Damot Buge Wachega Kokate , 

Waja Wanche Busha Mara 
I 

Chare 
I 

N 0 5 I 4 10 

% 0 4.15 0.83 3.32 8.3 

X < I No N 30 25 29 26 110 

% 25 20.84 24.17 21.67 91.7 

I )! 16 20 9 18 63 

I 
% 13.3 16.6 I 7.5 15 52.5 

I < X :s 4 No N 14 10 21 22 67 

% 9.9 7 14.8 15.5 47.5 

Yes N 10 5 17 8 40 

% 8.3 4.1 14.1 6.6 33.3 

4 < X :s 8 No I )! 20 25 13 27 80 
, 

I or" 16.6 2.8 10.8 22.4 66.6 

I 
Yes )! 4 0 3 0 7 

% 3.3 0 2.4 0 5.8 

. - -_._- _. -
8 < X No , )! 26 30 27 30 11 3 

% 21.6 24.9 22.4 24.9 94 .1 

Among households that face such food gaps, 29.14% of them who cannot sat isfy their annual 

food consumption from their own cultivation prefer to diversify their livelihood as a copin~ 
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strategy for the shock season. The rest of the households involve themselves in activities such 

as selling productive assets which undermines the ir livelihoods. When we compare each 

Kebele in terms of food self sufficiency, Buge Wanche and Kokate Mara Chare are relatively 

self sufficient than Damot Waja and and Wachega Busha. 

According to the focus group discussion conducted with households found in each Kebeles, 

they informed that the degree of severity of these activities depends on the duration of the 

food gaps. Generally, when facing such shocks and challenges, households tend to ease the 

situation by taking some measures, starting from eating less, reducing number of meals to 

selling livestock or even land. 

4.4 Level of Livelihood Diversification 

Out of a total 120 samples of units of households, 29.14% of the households follow 

diversified livelihood strategy as a short term response for crisis while 17.46 % of the 

households as a survival strategy. This level of diversification is distributed ac ross Kebele's 

in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 Level of Livelihood Diversification of each of the Selected Four Kebeles. 

r-_~ . -- ------ .- --- r;----- ------ -- - - --.. - ._--- . . 
Kebeles Damot Buge Wachega Kokate Total number Total 

Waja Wanche Busha \!ara of households number 

Chare and and 

percentage percentage 

with of 

diversification households 

Number of 5 17 6 - 35 120 

households 

Level of short teml 4.16 14.163 4.99 5.832 29.14 100 

diversification of 

each Kebele III 

percentage I 

Number of I 12 3 5 21 120 

households I , 
Level of long term 0.80 10 2.5 I ~ . 16 17.46 100 

diversification of 

each Kebele III 

percentage. 
, 

Depending on the time of shock, one is expected to su;tain its food entitl ement bY creating its 

own mechanism by modifying its livelihood strategy based on conditions that best Ilt s its 

current situation. The livelihood strategies range from reducing the unit and frequency of 

food consumption to selling productive assets. In order to find out what kinds of liyelihood 
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strategies are most preferred by the households in the four Kebe/es, a survey was conducted 

among selected households of each Kebele. As expected, livelihood diversification has a role 

in 29.14 % of the households as a short term response for crisis and 17.46% of the household 

for survival strategy, which makes it the second and the third most preferred livelihood 

strategy next to reducing the amount and frequency of food to be consumed, which is itself 

preferred by 50.42% of the rural farm households. When we rank these four Kebeles in terms 

of the number of households that follows diverse livelihood strategy, Buge Wanche is in the 

lead followed by Kokate Mara Chare, Wachega Busha and Damot Waja, respectively. 

When we measure the level of livelihood diversification for each Kebele usmg the 

'Herfindahl-Hirschman diversity index', the value differs as shown below: 

Table 4.4 Mean Level of Livelihood Diversification of Damot Waja, Buge Wanche, Wachega 

Busha, Kokate Mara Chare 

Kebeles Mean household diversification 

N index, measured in by IHHDV Std. Deyiation Std. Error Mean 

Damot Waja 30 1.0770 I . 1857~ .03:10' 

I 
Buge 

30 1.3237 .35726 .06523 
Wanche 

Wachega 
30 1.1 050 .25496 .04655 

Busha 

Kokate 
30 1.1213 .27411 .05005 

Mara Chare 
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Although the lewl of diversifications of each Kebele is low compared to most other similar 

case studies conducted in different areas, for example, in rural Andhra Pradesh (India) and in 

Hai District of northern Tanzania (IHHD indices is in the range of2.2-2.8) Ellis (2000), Buge 

Wanche and Kokate Mara Chare (1.32 and l.l2 IHHD respectively), follow diverse 

livelihood strategy. On the other hand, Damot Waja and Wachega Busha (1.07 and 1.10 

IHHD respectively) are Kebeles where households are more specialized in that they follow 

less diverse livelihood strategy. 

4.5 Comparison on the Level of Livelihood Diversification of Each Kebele's 

In order to compare and conclude the effect of livelihood diversification on each selected 

kebele's mean earned income, it is important to know if their is a significant difference on 

their level of liyelihood diversification. To this end, comparison was made between each 

kebele's levels of livelihood diversification, and the findings are shown in Table 4.5 , 4.6, 4.7, 

and 4.8. 

Table 4.5 Mean Difference in the Level of Livelihood diversification between Darnot Waja 

and Buge Wanche. 

Group Statistics 

Std. Error 
kebele N Mean Std . Deviation Mean 

hasehald damat 30 1.0770 .18574 .03391 
diversification index. 

buge measured in by IHHDV 30 1.3237 .35726 .06523 
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Table 4.6 Leve l of Significance in Mean Difference of Livelihood Diversification between 

Damot Waja and Buge Wanche. 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
Iquality of Variance Hest for Equality of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean Std. Error Difference 

F S;o. t df SiQ. (2-tailed ifference Difference Lower Upper 
hosehold Equal varianc 

25.101 .000 -3.355 58 .001 -.24667 .07352 -.39382 -09951 diversification inde assumed 
measured in by IHI Equalvarianc 

-3 .355 43.609 .002 -.24667 .07352 -. 39486 - 09847 not assumed 

From Table 4.6, the significance of the two-tailed test shows the mean difference in 

livelihood diversification between Damot Waja and Buge Wanche is significantly different. 

Table 4.7 t- Iean difference in the level of livelihood diversification between Damot Waja and 

Wachega Busha 

Group Statistics 

Std . Error 
kebele N Mean Std. Deviation Mean 

hosehold damot 30 1.0770 .1 8574 .03391 
diversification index, 

wachiga measured in by IHHDV 30 1.1050 .25496 .04655 

Table 4. 8 Level of Signi ficance in terms of Mean Difference in Livelihood Diversification 

between Damot Waja and Wachiga Busha. 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
ualitv of Va riance t·test for Equality of Means 

l;o. (2-tailed 

9!.>% Cunl ldCllct:! 
Interval of the 

Mean Std. Error Difference 

F S;9· t df bifference ifference Lower Upper 
hosehold Equal varianc 

1.286 .261 -.486 58 .629 -.02800 .05759 -.14328 .08728 diversification inde assumed 
measured in by IHI Equal varianc 

-.486 53.016 .629 -.02800 .05759 -.14351 .08751 not assumed 
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From Table 4.8 , the significance of the two-tailed test shows the mean difference in 

livelihood diversifica tion between Damot Waja and Wachega Busha which is insignificantly 

different, since it is greater than 0.05. 

Table 4.9 Mean Difference in the Level of Livelihood Diversi fi cation between Damot Waja 

and Kokate Mara Chare 

Group Statistics 

Sid. Error 
kebele N Mean Std. Deviation Mean 

hosehold damot 30 1.0770 .18574 .03391 
diversification index. 

kokale measured in by IHH DV 30 1.1213 .274 11 .05005 

Table 4. 10 Level of Significance in temlS of Mean Difference in Livelihood Diversification 

between Damot Waja and Kokate Mara Chare. 

Independent Samples Test 

evene's Test for 
ualitv of Varianc t-test for EQualitv of Means 

I 95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

I 
Mean Id . Erro Difference 

F 5i9· I df i9. (2-laile ifferenc ifferenc Lower Upper 
hose hold Equal varia,; 

1.759 .1 90 -.733 58 .466 -.04433 .06045 .16534 .07667 diversification in< assumed 
measured in by I Equal variar 

-.733 50.993 .467 -.04433 .06045 .16570 .07703 not assume 

Table 4.10, the significance of Ihe two-tailed test shows the mean di fference in li ve lihood 

diversifica tion between Damot Waja and Kokate Mara Chare is insigni fi cantly diffe rent, 

since it is greater than 0.05 . 
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Table 4.11 Mean Difference In the Level of Livelihood Diversification between Buge 

Wanche and Wachega Busha. 

Group Statistics 

Std. Error 
kebele N Mean Std. Deviation Mean 

hose hold buge 30 1.3237 .35726 .06523 
diversification index, . 
measured in by IHHD\ wachlga 30 1.1050 .25496 .04655 

Table 4.12 Level of Significance in tenns of Mean Difference in Live lihood Diversification 

between Buge Wanche and Wachega Busha. 

Independent Samples Test 

evene's Test for 
uality of Varianc t-test far Equality of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean , Id. Erro Difference 
F Sig. I df lig. (2-laile ifferenc ifferenc Lower Upper 

hosehold Equal variar 
25.101 .000 -3.355 58 .001 -.24667 .07352 .39382 .09951 diversification inc assumed 

measured in by I Equal variar 
-3.355 43.609 .002 -.24667 .07352 .39486 .09847 

not assume 

From the above table, one can see that the significance of two-tailed test shows the mean 

difference in liveli hood diversification between Buge Wanche and Wachega Busha is 

significantly different. 

Table 4.13 Mean Difference in the Level of Livelihood Diversification between Buge 

Wanche and Kokate Mara Chare 

Group Statistics 

SId . Error 
kebele N Mean Std. Deviation Mean 

hosehald buge 30 1.3237 .35726 .06523 
diversification index, 

kakate measured in by IHHDV 30 1.1213 .27411 .05005 
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Table 4.14 Level of Significance in ternlS of Mean Difference in Livelihood Diversification 

between Buge Wanche and Kokate Mara Chafe. 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
lQualitv of Variance I-test for E:ual l:v of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean Std, Error Difference 
F gig. , df ;ig. (2-tailed'Difference ifference Lower Upper 

hosehold Equal varianc 
.050 .823 58 .612 -.15315 .12048 diversification inde assumed -.239 -.01633 .06835 

measured in by IHI Equal varianc 
-.239 57.696 .812 -.01633 .06835 -.15316 .12049 not assumed 

From the above table, the significance of the two-ta iled test shows the mean difference in 

livelihood diversification beh'·een Buge Wanche and Kokate Ylara Chare is insignificantly 

different, since it is greater than 0.05. 

Table 4.15 Mean Difference in the Level of Livelihood Di,·ersificati on between Wachega 

Busha and Kokate Mara Chare 

Group Statistics 

Std . Error 
kebele N Mean Std. Deviation Mean 

hosehold wachiga 30 1.1050 .25496 .04655 
diversification index, 

kokate measured in by IHHDV 30 1.1213 .274 11 .05005 

Table 4.16 Level of significance in terms of mean difference In livelihood diversification 

between Wachega Busha and Kokate Mara Chare. 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
ualitv of Variance t-test for Equality of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean Std . Error Difference 
F gig. ., df :i9. (2-tailedpifference ifference Lower Upper 

hosehold Equal varianc 
.050 .823 -.239 58 .8 12 -.01633 .06835 -.15315 .12046 diversification inde assumed 

measured in by IHI Equal varianc 
-.239 57.698 .812 -.01633 .06835 -.15316 .12049 not assumed 
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From the above table, the significance of the two-tailed test shows the mean difference in 

livelihood diversification between Wachega Busha and Kokate Mara Chare is insignificantly 

different, since it is greater than 0.05. 

From the above results, it is found out that the mean level of livelihood diversification for 

Buge Wanche is significantly different and higher than those of the other kebeles except for 

Kokate Mara Chare, while the mean di ffe rence of the others is insignificant. As a result, thi s 

finding suggests that the kebeles can be stratified into two groups as Buge Wanche and 

Kokate Mara Chare with diverse livelihood strategy, and, Damot Waja and Wachega Busha 

with less diverse livelihood strategy. This is done in order to make a comparison of their level 

of income and food security status. 

Generally in terms of both level and significant mean di fference of li velihood di versification, 

stratification can be made of the four kebeles as Buge Wanche and Kokate Mara Chare (1 .32 

and 1.12 IHHD respectively) with higher level of livelihood diversification and Damot Waja 

and Wachega Busha (1.07 and 1.1 0 IHHD respecti vely) showing lower live lihood 

diversification. 

4.6 Effect of Livelihood Diversification on Income Earned from Own Cultivation 

Since income eamed from own cuIti,·ation significantly detennines a household 's food 

availability, it is found necessary to consider the effect of livelihood diversification on 

household income eamed from own cult ivation. In order to do this regression is used. The 

result is shown in Table 4.17. 
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Table 4.17 Model summary for the regression 

Mode 

Adjusted 

R R Square R Square Std . Error of the Estimate 

.684(a) .468 .444 :29220 

(A) Predictors: (Constant), number of adults in households, household diversification 

index, measured in IHHDV, where qualitative variable is equal is to one if 

individual is female, and zero if individual is male, age of the head of household 

stated in years, and va lue of assets owned by household . Two different types of 

assets are distinguished and land and livestock are measured in logs. 

(B) Dependent Variahle: Total household income earned in the case of own 

cultivation measured in logs. 
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Table 4.1 8 Coefficients for the regressed mode l 

Unstandardized Standardized 

Mode Coeffici ents Coeffi cients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta B Std. Error 

(Constant) 2.514 .184 1 13 .670 .000 

Age of the head of the 
.006 .002 .191 2.620 .010 

households, in years 

Quali tative variable 
I 

equal to one if individual 
-.205 .OS2 -.1 7-1 -2 .500 .0 14 

IS fema le. and zero if 

individual is male. 

Household I 

diversification index, I 

measured m IHHDV .414 .097 .305 4.284 .000 

va lue of asset owned by 

households. 
, 

Two different types of I 

assets distingu ished, land 
.483 .065 .547 7.4 10 .000 

and livestock measured 

in logs. 

Number of adults 
-.022 .016 -.099 -1.395 .166 

economically active 

I I 
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According to the regression result in Table 4.18 , the head of the household 's literacy and 

value of assets ha'·e a positive effect on earning, whil e these have negative effect on female-

headed households with a large number of adult members. This means that many of the 

households are individual-based, and those that own more land or assets, or have less adult 

members haye relatively hi gher earnings. The most important finding is that diversification is 

found to increase the level of income earned from own cultivation, and thi s result is 

statistically significant at 5%. This can be interpreted as an increase in the household IHHD 

index of one unit (a change from one single source of household income to two equal income 

sources) will increase the income earned from own cultivation by 41.4 %. As a resul t, it 

provides an oppomll1ity for farm households to increase access and ava ilab ility of food. 

The other most important resu lt found from the focus group discussion conducted with 

households found in each Kebeles is, fanners usually conduct non- fann activities not only to 

fill in the food gap that they face during a period of shock but also to purchase different 

agricultural inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides. As a result, households who are able to 

diversify their livelihood haye better income earnings from their own cultivati on and thi s 

resu lt is proved based on the above model. This model shows the positi ve value and the 

magnitude of diversification index measured in IHHDV. 

It is also crucial to note the chart and the distribution of the observations around the mean in 

order to be sure about the reli ability of the model. 
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Figure 2.5 Linear distributions around the mean 

Normal P-P Plot of Regre ssion Standardized Residual 

Dependent Va riab le: Tota l Househo ld income earned in the case of own cu ltivation measured in 

logs. 

Independent Va ri abl e: Livelihood Diversifica t ion Index 
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4.7 Correlation between Honsehold Livelihood Diversification . nd Income Earned from 

Own Cultivation 

Correlating the two variables, that is, household livelihood d:·. ersification and income 

imputed from own cultivation, will give us clear infonllation ( c the two vari ables as to 

whether they are significantly correlated or not Table 4.22 sho" , thi s correlation between 

the two variables. 

Table 4.19 Correlation between household livelihood diversificat: m and household income 

imputed from own cultivation 

Correlations 

total 
household 

income 
imputed in the hOSE" 'Jld 
case of own diversif.:ation 
cultivation ind~(. 

measured in measv::d in 
IOQS by IH- )V 

total household Pearson Correlation 1 .212' 
income imputed in the Sig. (2-tailed) .020 case of own cultivation 
measured in logs N 120 120 

hosehold Pearson Correlation .212' 1 
diversification index, Sig. (2-tailed) .020 
measured in by IHHDV 

N 120 120 

' . Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-ta iled). 

According to table 4.19, a lthough there is 21.2% pos iti ve cone latl: n between income earned 

from own cultivation and li velihood diversification, the strength ) f its corre lation value is 

low. 

4.8 Comparison of Income Earned from Own Cultivation by Eadt Kebe/e 

From the above results, it is clea r that income ea med frol11 own culti vation is s ignificantly 

affected by the way households are leading the ir livelihood. Thi s kJds to the mean d ifference 
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on income from own cultivation between the four kebeles selected. Tables 4.20, 4.21, 4.22. 

4.23 , 4.24, and 4.25 show the detail of the results. 

Table 4.20 '. lean income difference from own cultivation between Damot Waja and Buge 

Wanche. 

Kebele N Mean Std.Deviation Std.Enor 
Mean 

Total I Damot Waja 30 1210.59 0.24131 0.04406 
household 

eamed 
Income 10 Buge 30 3608.27 0.45778 0.8358 

the case of Wanche 

own 

cultivation 

Table 4.21 Level of significance of mean income difference from own cultivation between 

Damot Waja and Buge Wanche 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
Qualitv of Variance I-lest for Equality of f.leans 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean Std. Error Difference 

F Sig. t df ig. (2-tailed p ifference Difference Lower Upper 
total householc Equal varian 

13.364 .001 -5.020 58 .000 -.47433 .09448 -.66346 -.28521 
income impute:: in assumed 
case of oW,n CL. :iv.; Equal varianc 
measured In 10;5 not assumed -5 .020 43.961 .000 -.47433 .09448 -.66475 -.28392 

As it can be observed from the above two tables, mean income for Damot Waja is 

significantly different from that of Buge Wanche. And the mean income from own culti vation 

ofBuge Wanche 3608.27 Bin is higher than that ofDamot Waja 121 0.59 Birr. 
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Table 4.22 Mean income difference from own cultivation between Damot Waja and Wachega 

Busha 

I Kebele N Mean ' Std. Deviation I Std .Error I 
Mean 

I Total Damot Waja 30 1210.59 10.24131 0.4406 
I household 

, 
I 

I earned I 

Income In Wahchega 30 2794.47 T 0.36146 0.6599 

the case of Busha 

own , 

cultivation 
I 

Table 4.23 Level of sign ificance of mean income difference from own culti vation between 

Damot Waja and Wachiga Busha 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
~nualitv of Variance I-lest for Eoual itv of Means 

95% Confi denee 
Interval of the 

Mean Sid. Error Difference 

F SIQ. t c' ;iq. (2-tailed Difference Difference Lower UPDer 
\otal household Equal varianc 

2.521 .118 -4 .579 58 .000 -.36333 .07935 -.52216 -.20450 income imputed in II assumed 

.07935 1 .. 52266 
case of own cultivall Equal varian~ 

-4.579 50.5-36 .000 -.36333 -.20400 measured in logs nol assumed 

From the above two table, it is e·,ident that the mean income of Damot Waja is sign ificantly 

different from that of W achega Busha. And the mean income from own cu lti vation of 

Wachega Busha 2794.47 Birr is significantly higher than that of Damot Waja which is 

1210.59 Birr. 
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Table 4.24 'v1ean income difference fro m O\\'n culti vation between Damot Waja and Kokate 

Kebele N Mean Std.Deviation Std.Error 

Mean 

Total DamotWaja 30 12 10.59 0.241 31 0.04406 

household 

eamed I 
. . Koate Mara 30 3650.50 0.27 125 0 .4952 I 1I1come 111 

the case of Chare 

own 

cult i" ation 

Table 4.25 Level of significance of mean income difference fro m own culti vati on between 

Damot Waja and Kokate Mara Chare 

Independent Samples Test 

evene's Test fer 
ualitv of Variane< t-test for Equalitv of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean ~td . Erro Difference 

F Sig. t df ig. (2-1aile ifferene ifferenc Lower UPJ'er 
total household Equal varian 

.582 .449 -7.232 58 .000 -.47933 .06628 .61201 .34665 
income imputed i assumed 
case of own cultil Equal varian 

-7 .232 57.224 .000 -.47933 .06628 .61 205 .3466 1 measured in logs not assume 

Again the mean income of Damot Waja, which is 1210.59 Birr, is significantly lower than 

that of Kokate Mara Chare which is 3650.05 Birr. 

On the other hand, the mean difference o f income earned from own culti vation by Buge 

Wanche and Wachega Busha, Buge \\'J nche and Kokate, and Wachega Busha and Kokate is 

insignificant. (See the deta il in appendix B) 

In the above section of the discussion. we ha ve stratified the Kebeles into two groups in order 

to make the analysis easie r. The first group includes both Buge \\'anche and Koka te I\'lara 
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Chare whereas the second group includes Damot Waja, Wachega Busha . As the finding in 

Table 4.4 shows, Buge Wanche has significant mean difference of diversification compared 

to Damot Waja and Wachega Busha while, in Table 4.20 and 4.21, the finding shows the 

mean difference in income eamed from own culti vation is on ly sign ificant with Da mot W".ia 

but not with Wachega Busha. This means that the mean difference in income earned from 

own cultivation between Buge Wanche and Damot Waja results from the mean difference in 

livelihood diversification. On the other hand, the mean difference in income eamed from own 

cultivation between Buge Wanche and Wachega Busha is not caused significantly by to the 

mean difference in livelihood diversification. On the contrary, although the level of 

livelihood diversification in Kokate Mara Chare is grea ter than that of Damot Waja and 

Wachega Busha, its significance in mean difference is low. Generally, it can be concluded 

that the income gap arising from own cultivation between Damot Waja and Buge Wanche is 

due to the positive effect of livelihood diversification on income from own cultivation and 

that this might result in better opportunities for the households of Buge Wanche to atta in a 

higher level of access to and availability of food when compared to Damot Waja. 

4.9 Comparison of Total Income Earned by Each Kebele 

Just the same as in the mean income eamed from own culti,·ation, each kebele 's income al so 

differs in the total income eamed. This difference is found to be significant between Damot 

Waja and Buge Wane he, Damot Waja and Wachega Busha. Damot Waja and Kokate Mara 

Chare, and Buge Wanche and Wachega Busha. On the other hand, Buge Wanche and Kokate 

Mara Chare, as well as Wachega Busha and Kokate Mara Chare ha ve insignificant total 

income differences. (See the detail in Appendix two) 
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Table 4.26 Mean total income difference between Damot Waja and Buge Wanche 

Group Statistics 

KEBELE N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

total Damot 
30 1465. 1667 674.28568 123. 107 16 

Income Waja 

Buge 
30 9696.0333 12684.467 12 23 15.85626 

Wanc he 

Table 4.27 Level of significa nce of mean total income di ffe rence between Damot Waja and 

Buge Wanche 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
:quality of Variance j·lesl for Equali" ::If Means 

I 95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean Std. Error Difference 
F Sig. t df iQ. (2-tailed Differen:e Difference Lower UDDer 

total income frc Equal varianc 
27.541 .000 -4.007 58 .000 4639.4 67 157.8171 ~957 . 09 2321 .84 own cultivation assumed 

Equal varianc 
-4 .007 29.528 .000 4639.467 157.8171 f7005.63 2273.30 

nol assumed 

Th(' mean income ea rned by nllg~ 'vVanchc is .s ignificantly highLf i: .. 1I1 tkJ.l u ~ ~~III , vl \"\'i.1j<l. 
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4.28 Mean Total income diffe rence between Damot Waja and Wachega Busha 

Kebele N Mean Std. Deviation Std . Error 

Mean 

Total income Damot Waja 30 1393.8333 602.36414 109.97614 

Wachiga 3829.3833 333 1.96727 608.33 121 

Busha 30 

Wachiga Busha 

Independent S amples Te st 

Levene's Test for 
raualitv of Variance 1·I IS~ i for EQualitv of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean Std. Error Difference 

F SiO. t df ,i9 (2·:.ailed Difference Difference Lower Upper 
total income fre Equal varianc 

12.567 .001 -3.940 58 JOO 2435.550 18.19221 3673.00 1198.10 
own culti"'ation ossumed 

Equal varianc 
-3.940 30.894 l Oa 2435.5S0 18.19221 3696.54 1174.56 not assumed 

The mean income eamed by Wachega Busha is significantly higher than that ofDamot Waja 

Table 4.30 Mean total income difference between Damot Waja and Kokate Mara Chare 

Group Statis tics 

KEBELE N I Mean I Std. Deviation I Std I . Error Mean 

total Damot Waja 
30 1465. 1667 6--1.28568 123. 10716 

income 

Kokate Mara 
30 5178.3333 4~-I4.06325 774.85639 

Chare 
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Table 4.3 1 Level of significance of mean total income difference between Damot Waja and 

Kokate Mara Chare 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
uali~af Varianc t·tes: for Equality of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean Std. Error Difference 
F Sig. t df lig. (2-:ailed bifference Difference Lower Upper 

total income fl Equal varian 
22.145 .000 -5.310 58 :00 107.233 5.18 128 278.60 935.87 own cultivatiol assumed 

Equal varian 
-5.310 31.1 21 :00 107.233 5.18128 300.53 913.94 not assumed 

The mean income earned by Kokate Mara Chare is sign:ficantly higher than that of Damot 

Waja. 

Table 4.32 Mean total income difference between Buge \'.-anche and Wachega Busha 

Group Statistics 

Kebele N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

total Buge Wanche 969603 
30 l26S~ . ~67 l2 2315.85626 

Income 33 

Wachiga 4529.38 
30 440: .69537 803.81 852 

Busha 33 

The mean Income earned by Buge Wanche IS significlntly higher than that of Wachega 

Busha. 

As can be observed from Table 4.26 and 4.32, Buge \\'anche's mean tota l eamed income 

significantly differs from that of Damot Waja and Wachega Busha. The same Kebele again 

has a significant mean difference of diversification compared to the above two Kebele's. This 
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can be interpreted that there is a mean difference in total ea rned income between Buge 

Wanche yersus Wachega Busha and Damot Waja which results from the mean difference in 

livelihood diversification. On the other hand, the mean difference in live lihood diversi fication 

between Kokate Mara Chare and Damot Waja does contribute to the mean difference in the 

total earned income between them. But Mean difference in livelihood diversification between 

Kokate Mare Chare and Wachega Busha does not contribute to the mean difference in total 

eamed income between them. Generaly, thi s discussion leads us to a poss ible conclusion that 

the income gap created between Buge Wane he versus Damot Waja and Wachega Busha as 

\\'ell as between Kokate Mara Chare and Damot Waja is a result of positive effect of 

li velihood dive rsification and this might provide good opportu nities for the household of 

Buge Wanche when compared with Damot Waja and Wachega Busha, and Kokate Mara 

Chare when compared with Damot Waja, in terms of sustaining their food access all year 

round . 

4.10 Correlation between Household Livelihood Diversification and Income Earned 

from Own Cultivation 

One of the mechanisms for knowing the causal effect of difference in income is con-elating 

the livelihood strategy with the total income earned. In thi s study, the effec t of household 

h elihood diversification on total income is shown by the con-e lation of the two variables, 

which is shown in the following table. 
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Table 4.33 Correlation between live lihood diversification and total eallled income 

Correlations 

hosehold 
diversification 

index, 
measured in 

by IHHDV total income 
hosehold Pearson Correlation 1 .509"" 
diversification index, Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
measured in by IHHDV N 120 120 
total income Pearson Correlation .509" 1 

Sig . (2-tailed) .000 
N 120 120 

"" . . 
. Correlation IS significant at the 0.01 level (2-talled). 

According to table 4 .33. there is a strong correlation between livelihood di versification and 

total income unlike total income eallled from o\\ n culti vation and livelihood di Yersification . 

In addition the total eallled income is significantly and positively correlated at 0.0 I % with 

livelihood diversification. This gives us clues towards a conclusion that livelihood 

diversification can lead to an increment in house hold total eallled income. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion and Recommendation 

5.1 Conclusion 

The objective of this study was to explore the effect of livelihood diversification on the food 

security status of farm households, and to compare the availability and access of food 

between households with more and less dh'ersified livelihood strategy. 

Looking at the level of food security sta tus, a study area was identified on the basis of 

vulnerability to seasonal food shortage . The majority of the households in the area cannot 

sustain themselves a whole year with the amount of food they acquire. In order to identify 

whether the livelihood strategy households used to sustain and secure food ava il ab ility is 

effective as its objective, qualitative and quantitative data were used. The data are gathered 

using survey questionnaires, and focus group discuss ions. Based on the data gathered, the 

levels of diversification are identified for each selected Kebeles, and stratification of the 

villages is employed in order to see whether the effect of the livelihood strategy they follow 

has effect on their ability to acquire food. 

It was found out that households' livelihood strategy is highly dependent on the coping 

mechanism they prefer to use. One of the mechanisms they preferred is diversifying 

livelihood portfol io which all ows them to ga in additional source of income. But the level of 

preference between two coping strategies significantly differs across the four se lected 

Kebeles. Households that are found in Buge Wanche and Kokate Mara Chare prefer to 

diversify their li velihood more than the other households in the other selected Kebe/es . 

Based on the livel ihood strategy they follow, comparison was made in order to identify which 

livelihood strategy has more impact on increasing the level of food access and avail ab ility for 

each household . It was found out that those households with higher level of diversification 
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have more opportunities in increasing the level of own farm income as we ll as in the total 

income eamed. 

On the other hand, when we look at the Kebele level, Buge Wanche and Kokate Mara Chare 

were fou nd to be highe.\" in the size of households that prefer to diversify livel ihood as a 

coping strategy and show a higher mean level of diversification compared to the other 

Kebeles. We also compared the mean income level of the households and this Kebele was 

again fou nd to have more mean income than the rest of the Kebeles. 

Generally, livelihood diversification helps to lessen the vulnerabili ty of the poor to food 

insecurity and livelihood collapse, provide the basis for building assets that permit 

individuals and households to find their own way out of poverty, and widens their options 

and encourages spatially diverse transactions which increase money circu lation in rural areas. 

5 .2 Recommendation 

This study takes the view that is supported by considerable literature and empirical evidence 

that livelihood diversification is generally a good approach to reducing food insecuri ty and 

rural poverty as a whole. But the essential factor of thi s approach is detelmined by diffe rent 

factors that might inhibit the strategy to be more effective for the nlral poor. 

Accord ing to an asset-based view of the cause of diversifica tion, it is expec ted there is to be 

an ' inverse- U ' shaped relationship between the amount of land owned by a household and 

the level of live lihood diversification. For example, a household which owns lots of land 

re lative to its labor power spec ialize in cultivat ion, wh ile household \\'hich own very little or 

no land relative to its labo r power specia lize in wage labor. And a household which posses 

some land but not enough to fully employ the household labor supply, derive its income both 

from own cultivation and wage labor. Based on thi s view, our study site (Da mot Waja, 

Wachega Busha, Buge Wanche, and Kokate Mara Chare) can be categori zed under 
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households having some land but not with enough labor supply. Even though the level of 

asset and the amount of household .labor supply shou ld be leading to livelihood 

diversification, the level of diversification in Wachega Busha and Kokate Mara Chare is low. 

On the other hand, households those are found in Buge Wanche and Kokate Mara Chare have 

a relatively better level of livelihood diversification with higher level of income earned from 

own cultivation, total earned income and slightly better food self sufficiency. In addition, 

based on the regression result conducted, diversification has positive contribution to earned 

income from own cultivation. In general household who diversify its livelihood has better 

access and availability to food. 

As a result policies which help reduce factors that might inhibit li ve lihood diversification 

such as, society's inability to be mobile, unfair distribution of assets, unequal chance of 

accessing natural resource etc .. . , are likely to lift more households in having better 

opportunity of food access and availability in thi s region. 

On the other hand, Understanding each specific causes of livelihood diversification and 

knowing the barriers that households face to diversify their livelihood is an important task for 

fu rther research. 
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Appendix A 

A-Household Survev Questionnaire 

Part One: Characteristics of the housebold 

1.1 Basic Information Regarding Househo ld 

l. Date Choice 

No 

2. Kebele 

3. Head of the household l. Male 2. Female 

4. Marital Status I. Single - Married 3. Divorced -

4. Widow S. St:larated 

5. Literacy l. Literate 2. Illiterate 

6. Is the head of the l. Yes 2. No 

household economically 

active? 

7. If your answer for I. Sickness 2. Old age 

questionnaire n: 6, IS no, 3. Physically imr2ired 4. If Other, describe 

why? 

• 
8. Number of Adults in the I. Male __ Age 

household? 2. Female--- I. Male ___ 

3. Total-- 2. Female 

9. How many Qr the adult 

household members are 

economically active? 
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Part two: Access Resource, Labour, Agricultural input, and Social Networ k 

2.1 Information Regarding Access to Resources 

I . Do you have a cultivation land" 1. ye .. s ____ _ 2. No ______ _ 

2. If your Answer for Question number I is yes, how did you get it? 

3. Area coyerage of your lando 

Type of land use Coverage in Ti\11ad Coverage in Hectare 

- --:---oc:-:-.,-----;-:---:-------~- .... _._--
I. Cultivated land 

2. Unc ultivated land 

3. Range land 

4. Your land coverage since the past five years has 

1. Increased ___ _ 2. Decreased 3. Not Changed ___ _ 

5. If your answer for question number 4 is yes, why? 

6. How much total yie ld did you get fro m this year cultivation .' 
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7. How wou ld you describe the fertili ty of your land" 

Colour 

1. Red 

2. Black 

3. Brown 

Fertili ty 

1. Good 

2. Medium ___ _ 

3. Bad 

8. Did you share cropped this year? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

9. If your answer for question number 8 is yes, why? 
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10, How much yield did you get from the share cropping? 

II , Is there a communal land that you use in your community? 

1. Yes 

2, No 

]2 , If your answer for question number II is yes, for what purpose do you use this resource" 

1. 

2, 

3, 

2.2 Access to Labour 

I, Who is involved in cultivation? 

I, Household labour 

2. Friends or relatives 

3, Temporary wage labour 

4. Pem1anent wage labour 

5. If any other describe 
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, 

2. Who is involved in livestock rearing? 

I . Household labour 

2. Friends or rebtives 

3. Temporary w3ge labour 

4. Permanent wage labour 

5. Ifany other describe 

2.3 Access to Agricultural Extension Package 

I . How many times has y(,~ ~ household recei\"ed agricultural input pacbge fro m 

development agent, sorting fror.. :ast year? 

2. On what basis did you recei\e': the agricultural extension Package~ 

1. Immediate p-ayment 

2. Loan 

3. [fyour answer for question m:::Jber 2 is ' loan, how is the loan repayment situation'~ 

I. Ha\e just Erushed pa\"i~.g 

2. Half of the lo an is pai.i 

3. Payment period has n,'1 reached yet 

4. It has been difficult f,' r me to pay my 1(l3n 
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4. For what purpose did you received the agricul tural extension packa ge') 

5. If you are not using any of the agricultural extension packages, what is your reason? 

2.4 Social Relation and Net Working 

I . In what kind of community activities do you partic ipate? 

2. What is the purpose of the community activity? 

Part T hree: Livelihood Strategy, Productivity, Formal and Informal Transfer 

3.1 Livelihood St rategy and Productivity 

I . Describe the amount of yield you ga ined from thi s year production. 
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No I Type of plant cultivated Belg season cultivation 

I 
Meher season cu lti vation 

Area Productivity Area Product ivity 

coverage in Kunta l coverage in Kuntal 

I 

2 

I 
3 I 

- - - -
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2. Describe the amount of Livestock you own. 

Type of Livestock Number I Amount in BilT I 
Oxen 

CO\\' 

Sheep 

Goat 

Horse 

Donkey 

Hen 

Bee hives 
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Others ------ I 

3.2 Income earned from non-farm activity 

I . Is their any adult permanent household menlber involved 111 activities other than 

agriculture? 

I. yes ___ _ 

2. No ___ _ 

2. If your answer for question number one is yes, in what kind of economic activities are you! 

your househo ld member is involved? How much income you! your household member 

earned? For what purpose you! your household member used the income eal11ed? 

,a.r . ~ ._-r:.--.,.-.-liIIIlI'Il'CY~'I'" 
t ""t,;s 

~, ", 

.~. til .... .... 
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A. 

r
NO Type of activity No of How many In average , how much money 

household of the months did you/your pemlanent 

involved In you/your househol d member received 

economIC household in a year 

I activities member are In Birr Estimated In 

I other than involved In Birr, if 

agriculture economic rect:'lve m 

activities other type of 

other than arrangement 

I agriculture 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

B. For what purpose you/ your pemlanent household member lI sed the income eamed from 

economic activities other than agriculture" 

Firsl Sccond Th ird I 
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3.3 Informal Transfer 

1. For the past 12 moths, had your fam il y received food or money in tenn s of gift·, 

1. y es ___ _ 

2. No 

2. If your answer for question number one is yes, from who did you received this gift? 

1. from my son/daughter living in the city 

2. from my parents 

3. from my relatives 

4. from my friends 

5. Others ______________ _ _ 

3.4 Formal transfer 

1. For the past 12 moths, had your fa mil y received aid from government or non-government 

orga ni sations? 

1. yes ___ _ 

2. No 

2. If your answer fo r question number 1 is yes, from whi ch govemment or non- gove rnment 

organization did you received aid? 
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Government Organisation Non- Government Organization 

Name: 

Part Four: Food Security 

3.1 Type of food consumed in a ~'ear 

Type of food Amount in Kuntal or Killo Gram Amount Converted into Birr I 
I 

consumed 

l. Types of 

cereals 

including Teff 

I 

, 

2. Types of 

tuber Plants 
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3. Types of 

vegetables 

4. Types of 

Fruits 

, 

5. Meat products 

-
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6. Dairy 

products 

1. Is your household yearly food consumption can be satisfied with the amount of grain you 

produce? 

1. Yes __ 

2.No __ 

2. If your answer is '10 for question num~r 1, how many of the months in average, your own 

cultivation can satisfy the food demand of your fam ily" 

3. If you have income eamed other than agricultural activity, does it satisfy to purchase the 

food demand of your family during a food gap? 
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1. Yes 

2. No 

3. If your answer for question number 3 is no, why? 

4. Based on your own personal perspecti ve do you believe that your fam ily is food secured? 

I. Food is secured ___ _ 

2. Food is not secured _ _ ___ _ 

3. Food is sometimes secured and sometimes is not secured _____ _ 

5. If your answer for question number 4 is 2, what do ' ·ou think is the reason? 
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Part Five: Coping Strategy 

Coping Strategy Yes No Coping strategy Yes No I 

I. We reduced the amount of I 2 We rented our land I 2 

food we consume 

2. we start eating food usually we I 2 We sold our land I 2 

do not prefer to eat 

3. Friends and relatives helped us I 2 We diversified our Income I 2 

source 

4. Our family members migrated I 2 We sold our assets such I 2 

to another places jewelle ries 

5. We bOITo\\·ed food or money I 2 If any other: 

6. We reduce our expenses other I 2 

than food 

Part Six: Main points for the Focus Group Discussion 

I. Main annual crops grown and size of harvests during last two seasons. 

2. Trends in production. 

3. Types of tec hnological inputs under use. 

4. Possession of farm equipment's and home utensils. 

5. Non-fanll activities that the head and other members under take. 

6. Income from non-fanm activities and purpose for which the money is used. 

7. Benefits from safety-net schemes. 
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Appendix B 

Mean difference of income earned from own cultivation DY Buge Wanche and Wachega 

Busha, Buge Wanche and Kokate, and Wachega Busha and Kokate. 

Group Statistics 

I Std. 
Std. Error 

kebele N Mean Deviation Mean 
tota l household buge 

30 3.5573 .45778 .08358 
income imputed in the 
case of own cUltivation wachiga 
measured in logs 30 3.4463 .36146 .06599 

Independent Samples Tes: 

Levene's Test for 
uality of Variance \-:'::51 for Equality of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean Std. Error Difference 

r SIg. t df ig : :ailcd iH,,:;wGC ,i ffcrcl lcc l ower LJ~ ,. _ 
total household Equal va ri an 

3.208 .078 1.042 58 .302 .11 100 .10649 -.10217 .32417 income imputed ir assumed 
case of own cultiv Equal varian 

1.042 55.039 .302 .11100 .10649 -.10241 .32441 measured in logs not assumed 

Group Statistics 

Std. Error 
kebele N Mean ~:j . Deviation Mean 

total household buge 
30 3.5573 .45778 .08358 

income imputed in the 
case of own cultivation kokate 
measured in logs 30 3 .5623 .27125 .04952 

I ndep~ ndent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for 
uality of Varianc t-test for Equality of Means 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Mean ~Id. Error Difference 

F 8ig. t df ": . (2-tailec ifferenc ifferencE Lower Upper 
tota l household Equal varian 

9.080 income imputed i assumed .004 -.051 58 .959 -.00500 .097 15 .19947 .18947 

case of own culti, Equal varian 
-.051 47.129 .959 -.00500 .09715 -.20043 .19043 measured in logs not assumec 
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Group Statistics 

Std. Error 
kebele N Mean Std. Devialion Mean 

tota l household wachiga 
30 3.4463 .36146 .06599 income imputed in the 

case of own cultivat ion kokate 
30 3.5623 .27125 .04952 measured in logs 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's Test for j 
!quahof Variance t·tes t for Equality of Means 

I 
95% Confidence 

Interval of the 
Mean Std. Error Difference 

F S.ili t df u2-tailed pifference ifference Lower Upper 
total household Equal varianc 

.923 .341 -1.406 58 .165 -.11 600 .08251 -.28116 .04916 income imputed in assumed 
case of own cultivc Equal varianc 
measured in logs not assumed -1 .406 53.798 .165 -.11600 .08251 -.28143 .04943 
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Appendix - c 

A) List of respondents in the focus group discussion 

No Name Sex Age Kebele 

I Chufalo Dengato Male 48 Buge Wanche 

2 Elias Gergo Male 38 Buge Wanche 

3 Tediko Tema Female 39 Damot Waja 

4 Tekle Tantu Male 38 Damot Waja 

5 Keremo Maleta Male 38 Kokate Mara Chare 

6 Yeshi Tella Banga Female 44 Kokate Mara Chate 

7 Endria Baza Male 47 Wachiga Busha 

8 Bergene Banga Male 27 Wachiga Busha 

9 Wintana Seifu Female 24 Employee In the rural 

deve lopment bureau 

10 Amanuel Fanta Male 27 Extension worker 

B) Respondent fur lhe key infurmanl IlllCr VIC\V ---- ' "UUlI St.:Lli l lly V i i i ...... " VI lilt.: IUI .II 

development bureau. 
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